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A B S T R A C T

The generalised Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) developed in the first part of this article is thoroughly validated
against twelve flames from the Delft and Adelaide jet-in-hot-coflow (JHC) burners. These flames emulate
Moderate or Intense Low Oxygen Dilution (MILD) conditions. Modelling of turbulence-chemistry interactions in
this regime is a non trivial problem and many standard combustion models may fail. Recent Direct Numerical
Simulation studies revealed a distributed appearance of the reaction zone indicating non-flamelet regime, which
justified the use of reactor type modelling approaches. Those kind of models are of empirical nature and are
sometimes criticized for being dependent on a number of tunable parameters. Also, most of new concepts are
validated against a limited number of experiments. In this study, using the same modelling setup, twelve flames
with different jet Reynolds number, level of oxidizer dilution with various fuel mixture were simulated. It turned
out that the generalised EDC model considerably improved predictions with respect to the standard model for all
the considered flames. Even though the predictions of the other EDC extensions provided better results in some
regions, only the proposed generalised approach could cover the broad tange of operating conditions, proving its
“universality” and reliability.

1. Introduction

Moderate or Intense Low Oxygen Dilution (MILD) combustion is
gaining increasing interest for the development of new technologies, as
explained in the first part of this study [1]. In particular, this regime
allows to couple very high energy efficiency with low pollutant emis-
sions, for variety of fuels. A key requirement to operate in MILD com-
bustion is a strong recirculation of exhaust gases into the fresh air, to
preheat the charge and reduce the oxygen concentration. In the la-
boratory-scale flames, this can be achieved with Jet-in-Hot-Coflow
(JHC) burners [2,3], where the recirculation is replaced by a co-flow
issuing for a secondary burner. The advantage of this configuration is
the availability of high fidelity data and the possibility of isolating the
reaction in diluted conditions from the actual recirculation process. In
addition, generation of vitiated gases in the coflow stream provides
good control over the local composition [4]. Such an axisymmetric
burner in non-enclosed environment enables conduction of optical
measurements which provide insight into the unique features of MILD
regime. The collected data can be used in the validation of various

numerical models. To ensure the generality of the proposed generalised
EDC model a single case is obviously not enough. A complete assess-
ment is carried out under several conditions and different fuels. Series
of measurements with various jet Reynolds numbers, levels of coflow
dilution and fuel types are analysed to test the models for wide range of
operating conditions. This is especially important for the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)-based models, which may encounter
problems at low and high turbulence.

The flames issuing from the JHC burners have been numerically
investigated in many previous papers. Especially, extensive studies can
be found on the Adelaide [5–19] and Delft [20–26] flames. Selected
approaches have been discussed in the first part of this study [1]. Re-
cently, Perpignan et al. [4] presented a complete review of modelling
approaches applied to the JHC configuration. They pointed out that,
due to the uncertainties related to the underlying physics of MILD
combustion, most of the known turbulence-chemistry interaction (TCI)
approaches have been already assessed in this regime. They considered
different turbulence-chemistry interaction models based on presumed
Probability Density Function (PDF), flamelets, transported PDF,
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Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM), Conditional Moment Closure
(CMC) and the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC). The EDC was indicated
as the most used closure for turbulence-chemistry interactions due to its
availability in different computational codes, easiness of incorporating
diverse reaction mechanisms and its long standing tradition in the field.
The model was reported to provide reasonably accurate results if ap-
propriately modified. According to Perpignan et al. [4], if a robust and
flexible modification of the EDC model is developed, it can become
even more popular. In the first part of this study [1], the limitations
associated to the standard EDC were reported, potential improvements
were discussed and its generalization introduced.

The EDC for turbulence-chemistry interaction was proposed by Gran
and Magnussen [27], and recently extensively investigated for MILD
combustion regime [5,7,6,15,20,25,28,29]. Based on our previous re-
search [5,25], in the first part of this study [1] we have extended the
range of applicability of the EDC model by ensuring proper behaviour
under extremely low Reynolds and Damköhler numbers conditions. The
present formulation is based on functional expressions where the model
parameters are adjusted to the local conditions in terms of Reynolds and
Damköhler numbers, contrary to the usually proposed ad hoc tuning of
the global EDC constants.

2. Laboratory scale burners

The laboratory test cases selected for this study are non-premixed
flames where the fuel jet is surrounded by a hot and diluted coflow.
Auto-ignition occurs in the shear layer between the two streams. The
advantage of this configuration is the availability of high fidelity data
and the possibility of isolating the reaction in diluted conditions from
the actual recirculation process. Two JHC burners from Adelaide
(AJHC) [3] and Delft [2] (DJHC) were considered and data from twelve
flames were acquired. As pointed out by De and Dongre [21] both ex-
perimental burners configurations are similar but jointly provide a
complementary detailed database to study the JHC flames. A schematic
design and the detailed description of the two burners is presented in
[3,2]. Their characteristics such as the jet Reynolds number and the
level of oxygen dilution together with flames notation are presented in
Fig. 1.

Although the design of the two burners is very similar it has to be
pointed out that, for the AJHC flames, scalar data measurements are
available including temperature, major and selected minor species. In
case of DJHC burner, velocity and Reynolds stresses measurements
were taken, contrary to the AJHC. However, only temperature is
available in terms of scalars. The Reynolds stresses allowed to directly
calculate turbulence inlet conditions without need of performing ad-
ditional cold flow simulations or adjustments as in case of Adelaide
flames [7,12,13]. Delft flames operate at lower jet Reynolds number,
and hence are very useful to investigate MILD combustion under at low

level of turbulence. Observing and comparing similar effects in both
configurations (AJHC and DJHC) under different turbulence levels,
oxidizer dilution and fuel composition provides a broad overview on
the modelling needs in low local Damköhler and Reynolds numbers
conditions. It should be also pointed out after Oldenhof et al. [30], that
applying the conclusions drawn from the Jet-in-Hot-Coflow flames to
industrial MILD combustion burners should be done with care. This
circumspection comes from differences in JHC flames structure com-
pared to industrial burners, where the strong turbulent motion plays an
important role.

2.1. Adelaide JHC burner

The configuration of the Adelaide JHC (AJHC) burner consists of a
central primary fuel jet with 4.25mm inner diameter, surrounded by an
annular coflow with a diameter of 82mm. The central jet fuel pipe is
insulated, cooled and provides an equimolar mixture of CH4 and H2.
The coflow stream is also generated by a secondary burner, which
provides hot combustion products mixed with air and nitrogen to ob-
tain the desired amount of oxygen level at the exit. The burner is
mounted in a wind tunnel with cross section of 254mm× 254mm. A
series of experiments considered in this study consists of five flames, all
fuelled with the same mixture but differing for the jet Reynolds number
(Re) and the oxygen amount in the coflow. Flames denoted as HM1,
HM2 and HM3 are all characterised by =Re 10000 and have 3%, 6%
and 9% (by mass) oxygen in the coflow, respectively. The case HM1 was
additionally investigated at three jet Reynolds numbers 5000, 10000
and 20000. For those flames, the measured species concentrations,
mixture fraction and temperature are available at the centerline and
four axial locations 30mm, 60mm, 120mm and 200mm. The scalars
were measured instantaneously and simultaneously using the single-
point Raman-Rayleigh laser induced fluorescence technique [3].

2.2. Delft JHC burner

The Jet-in-Hot-Coflow burner from Delft (DJHC) is similar to the
one from Adelaide. In this configuration, the inner diameter of the
central jet nozzle is equal to 4.5mm and the coflow has the inner
diameter of 82.8mm. The coflow stream is generated by a partially
premixed combustion of the same fuel. A series of experiments with
different fuel mass flow rates and coflow conditions with different
oxygen content, temperature and mass flow rate were carried out by
Oldenhof et al. [2]. In the first modelling study of EDC analysis, the
flame denoted as DJHC-I [20,2] was considered with three different
fuel mass flow rates resulting in a jet Reynolds numbers of 2500, 4100
and 8800. The composition of the Dutch natural gas was specified as
15% N2, 81% CH4, 4% C H2 6 (by volume), with a coflow with oxygen
content of 7% and the remaining species (6% CO2, 12% H O2 , 74.5% N2

by volume and other minor species, including OH) calculated with the
equilibrium assumption as suggested by De et al. [20]. Additionally,
flames with 8.8% and 10.9% (by mass) oxygen in the coflow and a
biogas flame with 9.5% (by mass) oxygen in coflow were considered.
The inlet boundary conditions for temperature and velocity were taken
from experimental values measured at locations 3mm above the jet
exit. The velocity measurements were taken with Laser Doppler Ane-
mometry (LDA) technique using a two-component, dual beam TSI-
system. Temperatures were determined with a Coherent anti-Stokes
Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) system described in more detail in
[2,30,31]. Mean temperatures were determined from 1000 single-shot
CARS spectra in each spatial position. The systematic error was esti-
mated to be 20 K [31].

Fig. 1. Characterisation of the Adelaide and Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow flames:
plot of jet Reynolds number vs the level of oxygen content in the coflow.
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3. Numerical modelling

3.1. Turbulent combustion model

A detailed description of employed EDC variants is given in the first
part of this article [1], where the generalisation of the model is in-
troduced. In this work, the standard EDC using formulation of Mag-
nussen [32] with =χ 1 is compared with the approaches using variable
reacting fraction χ [27,25], the correction proposed by Parente et al.
[5] using locally modified EDC constants and the generalised for-
mulation (see Sec. 4 of [1]). The model results are denoted as
“BFM2005”, “variable χ”, “v2016” and “generalised” respectively.

3.2. Turbulence model

The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach for turbu-
lence modelling is based on time averaging and the local value de-
composition into mean and fluctuation values. In RANS simulations of
round jet flows it is known that the standard k-∊ model leads to over-
prediction of the jet spreading rate. This problem is usually solved using
different k-∊ model formulations or modification of its constants: ∊C 1 or

∊C 2. Pope [33] argued that the adjustment of the model constants is of
limited value since notion of generality is lost. As an alternative, in [33]
a correction was proposed which was also adopted in the present work.
The modification concerns the equation for ∊ with an additional source
term.

In this study, the flames are surrounded by a hot coflow. The pre-
sence of such coflow may cause some differences in comparison to
simple jet flames such as a longer potential core. The length of potential
core of round jets in stagnant and moving surroundings was experi-
mentally investigated in [34]. Nathan et al. [35] reported that beside
the known effect of the jet entrainment decrease due to combustion, the
presence of the coflow additionally enhances this reduction. What is
more, the coflow also reduces the mean spreading rate and the decay of
jet centerline velocity. Additionally, in Fig. 2 it can be observed that the
decay rate decreases with the decreased jet Reynolds number. As it was
discussed earlier [25], it is clear that the ∊C 1 correction is not applicable
to (at least) the two low-Re DJHC flames. Assessment of RANS turbu-
lence models for the JHC configuration has been also presented in many
previous studies such as [10,20,13,16,22,14]. De et al. [20] showed
that simulations of DJHC flames using the realizable k-∊ model provided
flow field results comparable to those obtained with the standard ver-
sion. Similarly, in the work of Labahn et al. [22], the standard k-∊
model without modifications was used. On the other hand, most of the
studies on the AJHC flame employed the ∊C 1 correction [10,7,5].

At the radial locations close to the nozzle, the effect of inlet
boundary conditions can also play a role [36]. For example, if a uniform
velocity instead of profile was taken at the fuel inlet for the AJHC, the
peak radial temperature at 30mm was shifted outside the jet. Further
downstream the flame, the temperature profiles coincided. Ad-
ditionally, it can be noted that the use of different computational codes

might cause differences in results, e.g. OpenFOAM seems to provide
lower spreading rates than the Ansys Fluent, as it can be observed in
some works using both codes [37,38,17].

3.3. Radiation

Radiation modelling in MILD regime is not a trivial problem [39].
For example, when using the Weighted-Sum-of-Grey-Gases (WSGG)
model, diluted conditions will influence the WSGG coefficients.
Changes in radiation intensity at different wavelengths are also ex-
pected [40]. Therefore, proper radiation modelling is needed, especially
in industrial configurations. Habibi et al. [41]reported on turbulence-
radiation interaction modelling and its importance, especially for the
flames with lower mean temperature and stronger turbulence-chem-
istry interaction. However, at the same time they concluded that,
compared to adiabatic results, inclusion of radiation does not alter the
flame structure significantly. In general, for non-sooting laboratory jet
flames radiation appears to be of less significance. Christo and Dally
[10] indicated no noticeable effect on the AJHC flames with the use of
Discrete Ordinates (DO) radiation model [42] in conjunction with
WSGG. De et al. [20] benchmarked the DO and P1 radiation models for
the DJHC flames and reported that the maximum temperature differ-
ence between the calculations with and without radiation effects was
about 50 K.

In the context of the present work, we regarded radiation modelling
as of secondary importance, even though we agree that considering this
effect would improve the accuracy of the results in general. Having in
mind the complexity of the phenomena and the relatively simple
models available at hand, we did not intend to present the results ob-
tained with the use of a doubtful radiation model, even though it would
get us closer to the experimental data. Nevertheless, as mentioned
above, the radiation effects in the flames considered are likely to be
small. Thus, conclusions drawn from the present work are regarded to
be independent of the radiation effects.

3.4. Multicomponent diffusion

In a turbulent flow, molecular diffusion is often very small com-
pared to the turbulent diffusion. In a reacting flow, in presence of low
turbulence and various species, especially hydrogen, molecular diffu-
sion requires additional attention. Pitsch [43] investigated three pos-
sible mechanisms leading to differential diffusion effects in hydrogen
fuelled flames. Among them, the occurrence of a laminar mixing layer
around the turbulent potential core in the region close to the nozzle exit
was found to be the most meaningful. Therefore, one might expect that
including preferential diffusivities could affect the stabilisation of the
flame in numerical simulations. On the other hand, Barlow et al. [44]
showed that at the locations downstream the flame, turbulent stirring
has a greater influence than molecular diffusion in determining the
major species for the syngas flame considered. Yet, neglecting differ-
ential diffusion can lead to NO under-prediction as mentioned by Kim

Fig. 2. Jet spreading indicated by velocity half-widths obtained from experimental data of five jet flames plotted on non-dimensional axes. Three DJHC flames with
the jet Reynolds numbers of 2500, 4100 and 8800 and two flames from the TNF workshop: Sandia D ( =Re 22400) and Sandia CHN ( =Re 16700).
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and Kim [45]; nevertheless, they did not include this effect in their
simulations of Sandia CHN flame. Similarly, in the computations of this
flame by other authors [37,46] the lack of differential diffusivites did
not lead to flame stabilisation problems. However, for the JHC

simulations in presence of large fractions of hydrogen in the fuel, the
effect of multi-component molecular diffusion needs to be included.
The influence of this effect on the prediction of temperature and mass
fractions of major species in the mixture fraction space was presented
by Christo and Dally [10]. Recently, Li et al. [16] showed that without
molecular diffusion, it is not possible to capture the correct temperature
peak in the radial profile 30 mm downstream the flame. This is by no
means a general characteristic of jet-in-hot-coflow flames, but is strictly
related to the fuel composition. In the simulations of DJHC flames with
natural gas as a fuel, De et al. [20] reported the effects of differential
diffusion to be small. Nevertheless, in the present study multi-
component molecular diffusion was taken into account in all considered
cases.

3.5. Chemical mechanisms

Modelling turbulent combustion in CFD using detailed chemical
mechanism is unaffordable for real fuels. Therefore, reduced kinetic
schemes are needed; yet, even then, using large mechanism is compu-
tationally very expensive. Chemists who provide kinetics models
usually focus on high accuracy and generality thus new chemical me-
chanisms can be extremely large [47]. On the other hand, CFD en-
gineers are always in search for a trade-off between computational cost
and accuracy, to reduce the chemistry overhead in numerical simula-
tions. In the present work, we do not focus on chemistry. For each case
considered, we pick up the most convenient and previously validated

Table 1
Numerical settings for the simulations of Adelaide and Delft jet-in-hot-coflow
flames.

DJHC AJHC

Code OpenFOAM-2.4.0
Solver edcSimpleSMOKEmod

Turbulence model − ∊k (std/Pope correction)
Combustion model EDC
Radiation model none

Multicomponent diffusion yes
Molecular viscosity Sutherland law

Pressure-velocity coupling SIMPLE
Discretization schemes 2nd order
Fine structure reactor PFR

Turbulent Schmidt number 0.7
Turbulent Prandtl number 1.0

Domain size 80mm× 225mm 120mm× 300mm
Mesh size 32 400 44 550

Chemical mechanism DRM (19 sp., 84 re.) KEE (17 sp., 58 re.)
Inlet BC (∼ ∊u k, , ) experimental data derived expressions

Inlet BC (∼T ) experimental profile uniform exp. value

Inlet BC (∼Yk) uniform exp. value uniform exp. value

Fig. 3. Relative error of the temperature peak at selected axial location for AJHC flames.
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reduced chemical mechanism. Among them, two have been used quite
frequently. The reduced mechanism from GRI-1.2 known as DRM19 (19
species, 84 reactions) [48] has been used in JHC flames simulations by
e.g. [6,20,21,24]. The other commonly used mechanism in AJHC
flames simulations [5,12,15] is KEE (17 species, 58 reactions)[49].
Larger mechanisms have been also employed. Labahn et al. [22]
usedGRI-2.11 for simulations of DJHC flames. Shabanian et al. [14]
used GRI-3.0 and POLIMI mechanisms. Recently, Luan et al. [50]
compared the GRI-3.0 with Aramco mechanisms for MILD combustion
in well-stirred reactor and they reported negligible differences. Evans
et al. [7] used GRI-3.0 mechanisms, stressing the high computational
cost even for laboratory test cases such as AJHC flames. Li et al. [16]
assessed the performances of larger mechanisms such as GRI3.0, San-
Diego and POLIMI C1C3HT in their study of AJHC flames, showing
marginal differences. Additionally, they reported that the simulation
cost was 3.7, 4.8 and 14.3 times higher than KEE, respectively. Even-
tually, when one would like to use the EDC model in industrial appli-
cations the selection of reduced models would still be the most probable
option.

A great advantage of the EDC model is that it can incorporate finite
rate chemistry using a given chemical mechanism, be it full, detailed or
reduced. This, however, means that the number of transport equations
for the species mass fractions can be tremendous if detailed chemistry is
used, and the CPU time might be prohibitive for industrial applications.
Reaction mechanisms get more complex with the number of the carbon

atoms in the fuel. Thus, involving realistic fuels is associated with larger
chemical mechanisms. From our experience, integration of the ordinary
differential equations (ODE) system is responsible for ca. 65% to over
90% time consumption of each CFD time step, which makes it the most
expensive process. At the same time this opens room for improvements.

Two main approaches applied dynamically can be used for that
purpose: chemistry reduction and chemistry tabulation. The first ap-
proach allows CPU savings due to the reduction of the number of spe-
cies in each computational cell, preserving an accuracy comparable to
the original scheme. As a result one can expect to have a large number
of active species in the flame region and a significantly reduced scheme
in regions where only major species play a role. The second method
aims to reduce the number of direct ODE integrations using tabulation,
which was demonstrated by Pope [51] in the so-called In-Situ Adaptive
Tabulation (ISAT) algorithm. Li et al. [24] investigated a combination
of several reduction techniques coupled with the dynamic tabulation
using ISAT. The approach is named as Tabulated Dynamic Adaptive
Chemistry (TDAC). As validation test cases, two Delft JHC flames were
simulated: one fuelled with natural Dutch gas at =Re 4100 and another
fuelled with biogas at =Re 4000. Three chemical mechanisms were
tested: DRM19 (19 species, 84 reactions), GRI3.0 (53 species, 325 re-
actions) and POLIMIC1C3HT (107 species, 2642 reactions). Five re-
duction models were assessed: the directed relation graph (DRG), the
directed relation graph with error propagation (DRGEP), the dynamic
adaptive chemistry (DAC), the elementary flux analysis (EFA) and the

Fig. 4. Radial distributions of temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH at the axial position 60mm downstream of the nozzle for the three Adelaide JHC flames
denoted as HM1, HM2 and HM3, with oxygen content in the coflow stream of 3%, 6% and 9% respectively. The jet Reynolds number was 10000 for all the flames.
Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC with the formulation of Magnussen [32] using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), using variable χ approach,
with locally adjusted EDC constants denoted as v2016 and with the generalised EDC.
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path flux analysis (PFA). Detailed description of the TDAC algorithms is
out of scope of the present work, yet the main idea of improvement in
CPU time is essential for further use of the EDC model in industrial
applications. The complete analysis can be found in [24] and descrip-
tion of the algorithms is given in [51].

Based on the work published in [24], some major conclusions and
recommendations can be made: the contribution of tabulation is more
important with small mechanisms, while the reduction plays a major
role with large mechanisms. The following three reduction methods:
DRGEP, DAC and EFA significantly outperformed the other two, DRG
and PFA. Using the TDAC method provides considerable benefits for
larger chemical mechanisms such as the comprehensive POLI-
MIC1C3HT (speed-up factor over 10); using already reduced mechan-
isms such as DRM19, the speed-up factors are modest (1.4–2.0).

Additionally, it should be pointed out that there is some discussion
on whether standard chemical mechanisms can be used for MILD
combustion, as they are required to work outside the conditions used
for their optimisation [52,53]. Ongoing research aims at reliable
models for MILD combustion chemistry. Alternatively, existing models
may be improved, e.g. Tu et al. [54]. Nevertheless, at the moment we
do not see a ready answer for the usage of chemical kinetic models
developed especially for MILD combustion. The standard DRM19 or
KEE mechanisms proved to perform satisfactorily in previous studies on
the DJHC and AJHC flames [7,16,20,21].

3.6. Inlet boundary conditions

The inlet boundary conditions for temperature and velocity profiles
were taken from experimental data close to the burner exit. The tur-
bulence kinetic energy profile was calculated from the measured axial
and radial components of the Reynolds stresses, while assuming that the
azimuthal component ″ ″∼

w w was equal to the radial ″ ″∼
v v , as proposed by

De et al. [20]:

= ″ ″ + ″ ″∼∼
k u u v v1

2
. (1)

The inlet profile of the mean turbulence energy dissipation rate was
estimated by assuming it equal to the turbulence energy production:

∊ = − ″ ″∂∼

∂
∼
u v u

r
. (2)

Alternatively, this method can be extended even if the Reynolds stresses
are unknown, using expressions for k and ∊ derived by Lewandowski
et al. [36]:

= ∼∂∼

∂
−k C d Re u u

r
( )k

1
8

(3)

and

∊ = ∼⎛
⎝

∂∼

∂
⎞
⎠

∊
−C d Re u u

r
( )

1
8

2

(4)

Fig. 5. Radial distributions of temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH at the axial position 120mm downstream of the nozzle for the three Adelaide JHC flames
denoted as HM1, HM2 and HM3, with oxygen content in the coflow stream of 3%, 6% and 9% respectively. The jet Reynolds number was 10000 for all the flames.
Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC with the formulation of Magnussen [32] using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), using variable χ approach,
with locally adjusted EDC constants denoted as v2016 and with the generalised EDC.
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where = =∊C C0.025, 0.0075k [36], d is the fuel pipe diameter and Re is
the jet Reynolds number. For the air tunnel no detailed measurements
were available, thus the constant values were used. In both burners the
ambient air temperature was set to 293 K, whereas velocity was set to
0.5 m/s and 3.3 m/s for DJHC and AJHC cases, respectively.

In the simulations of AJHC burner, Christo and Dally [10] and
Frassoldati et al. [13] pointed out that the numerical solution was
sensitive to the turbulence level at the inlets. However, they did not
have access to the experimental inlet data and had to perform cold flow
simulations inside the burner [10], use a pre-inlet pipe [13] and make
some adjustments of the turbulence quantities to obtain a correct jet
spreading rate. Frassoldati et al. [13] and Aminian et al. [12] per-
formed sensitivity analysis of the inlet turbulence level on the results.
Variations of k of two orders of magnitude showed significant differ-
ences in the results. Evans et al. [7] pointed out that sensitivity to the
inlet boundary condition, including for the turbulence intensity, was
also related to the modifications of the EDC parameters. Influence of
assigning different turbulence inlet conditions was also previously in-
vestigated by Merci et al. [55] who analysed different methods for
determination of inlet ∊. We have followed the suggestion of Frassoldati
et al. [13]) and adjusted inlet turbulence level to obtain a proper
amount of oxygen diffusing form the shroud air towards the flame. We
ended up with very similar results concluding that their inlet conditions
are optimal. Since those values were also adopted by other researchers
(e.g. [5,16,17,6]) their use also enables reliable comparison of the

simulation results with previous works. The only exception are the inlet
conditions for fuel jet in AJHC burner, where profiles for k and ∊ were
assigned based on Eqs. (3) and (4). This method was analysed in [36]
and even though the profiles were closer to the experimental data, their
impact on the non-premixed jet flames results turned out to be small.
This confirmed previous observation [13,12] that the influence of co-
flow inlet conditions is much stronger.

3.7. Numerical settings

Simulations were run using OpenFOAM code [56] with the Open-
SMOKE library [57] and the modified steady solver edcSimpleSMOKE
[58], using SIMPLE algorithm for the pressure-velocity coupling. A two-
dimensional axisymmetric configuration was used. For the DJHC fames
the computational domain extended 225mm in axial and 80mm in
radial direction, whereas for the AJHC flames the domain size was

×300 120 mm2. A grid independence study was performed for both
cases with the refinement ratio between the meshes equal to 1.5. Ad-
ditionally, a method based on the Richardson extrapolation was applied
to evaluate the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) with a safety factor set to
1.25. The mesh with the mean GCI < 2% for each radial location was
assumed to be fine enough. All the details of numerical simulation set-
up can be found in Table 1. It should be pointed out that in the current
simulation, a turbulent Prandtl number equal to 1.0 was used. Ac-
cording to the literature, for non-isothermal round jets the value should

Fig. 6. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions at the axial position 60mm downstream of the nozzle for the three Adelaide JHC flames
denoted as HM1, with the jet Reynolds number of 5000, 10 000 and 20 000 respectively. The oxygen content in the coflow stream was 3% for all the flames.
Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC with the formulation of Magnussen [32] using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), using variable χ approach,
with locally adjusted EDC constants denoted as v2016 and with the generalised EDC.
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be somehow lower, e.g. 0.81 [59]. Recently, for the AJHC flames, Li
et al. [16] compared temperature profiles obtained using Prt=1.0 and
Prt=0.85 concluding that it barely influenced the results. On the other
hand, one can try to use variable turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl number
modelling [60].

4. Validation results

The study was performed on five Adelaide flames and seven Delft
JHC flames. Selected data will be shown for radial distributions com-
paring trends observed for various jet Reynolds numbers and co-flow
oxygen levels.

4.1. Adelaide Jet-in-Hot-Coflow

To visualise effect of different EDC variants in the AJHC flames,
Fig. 3 presents relative errors of the maximum temperature peaks at
available radial temperature distributions. A clear advantage of the
generalised EDC can be easily noticed, with the exception of HM1 flame
( =Re 10000) at 120mm downstream the jet exit plane. The data pre-
sented in Fig. 3 for the flame at high Reynolds number =Re 20000 show
extremely high error at the location 120mm for the standard EDC and
very small deviations in other locations for all the model variants.
However, it should not be understood as good performance of the
employed modifications, since all of them led to flame extinction.

The results are presented in figures composed of nine plots in three
rows and columns. In Figs. 4 and 5, the columns indicate cases with
different level of dilution (3%, 6% and 9% of oxygen in the coflow),
whereas in the rows temperature, mass fractions of carbon dioxide and
the hydroxyl radical are presented. It is important to note that for
AJHC, experimental data for species mass fractions are available

Fig. 7. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions at the axial position 120mm downstream of the nozzle for the three Adelaide JHC flames
denoted as HM1, with the jet Reynolds number of 5000, 10 000 and 20 000 respectively. The oxygen content in the coflow stream was 3% for all the flames.
Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC with the formulation of Magnussen [32] using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), using variable χ approach,
with locally adjusted EDC constants denoted as v2016 and with the generalised EDC.

Fig. 8. Lift-off heights for the three DJHC-I flames with the same level of di-
lution but three different jet Reynolds numbers. The lift-off heights were esti-
mated based on the OH radicals as the reaction zone indicator.
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enabling a quantitative comparison of numerical results. In Figs. 6 and
7 the results of the same set of scalars are presented for the flame HM1
with 3% oxygen in the coflow at three different Reynolds numbers
5000, 10000 and 20000.

In Fig. 4, it is very clear that the temperature, CO2 and OH mass
fractions are only slightly over-predicted by the standard EDC at 60mm
downstream of the nozzle, for all three flames. However, modification
“v2016” with locally variable EDC constants leads to an under predic-
tion of the temperature peaks by 200–250 K. For HM1, this variant does
not capture the characteristic temperature peak, whereas for HM2 and
HM3 flames the predicted peak is too low. The relative discrepancy is
even larger for the OH radical predictions. The approaches with vari-
able χ and the generalised EDC give nearly the same results improving
the prediction of standard EDC and leading to a perfect fit with the
experimental measurements for all the scalars.

The situation changes if we look at the results further downstream
at x=120mm presented in Fig. 5. Using the standard EDC, a high over-
prediction is observed for all scalars and the variable χ does not remedy
this deterioration at all. The model version “v2016” performs much
better at this location. For HM1 flame an almost perfect prediction of
the temperature and OH is obtained, with only a small under-prediction
of CO2 peak value. For HM2, the temperature distribution is in a very
good agreement with the experimental data but the mass fractions of
CO2 and OH are under-predicted. For HM3, the under-prediction is
observed for all the presented data. Compared to all other model var-
iants, the generalised EDC provides reasonably good agreement with
the experimental data. However, the temperature peak is over-pre-
dicted by 15% for HM1, while the agreement is excellent for the other
two flames. Consequently, CO2 is over-estimated only for the case with
3% of oxygen content in the coflow, otherwise the matching was very

Fig. 9. Relative error for the prediction of the temperature peak at selected axial locations for seven DJHC flames.
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satisfactory. The maximum OH mass fraction value is higher in all three
cases with relative error decreasing with increasing the oxygen content
in the coflow. Overall, as far as the dilution level is considered, the
generalised EDC indeed provides the most satisfactory results across the
investigated configurations.

For the flames with different jet Reynolds number at location 60mm
downstream the jet plane (see Fig. 6), the temperature under-prediction
with “v2016” is observed for low and medium Reynolds number cases,
where almost no OH is present. For high Reynolds number case, the
temperature and CO2 peaks are predicted quite well with some shift
toward the outer side of the jet. The hydroxyl radical peak is predicted
at the correct location, yet twice too small. The standard EDC and with
the use of variable reacting fraction provide very similar results for low
and medium Reynolds number cases, with relatively good agreement
with the experimental data. At high Reynolds number, the standard
EDC over-predicts peaks of all three presented scalars, which are clearly
improved with the variable χ and the generalised EDC. Especially, the
calculated maximum OH value matches the experiment very well,
yet also with some shift outside the jet axis indicating higher jet
spreading. For the low Reynolds number case, the generalised EDC
provides a lower temperature peak and under-estimates the OH mass
fraction.

The situation is very different downstream the three flames at
x= 120mm, as presented in Fig. 7. For the low Reynolds number
flame, only the generalised EDC provides good results for all scalars. As
previously mentioned, the standard EDC and the variable χ formulation

over-estimate all the scalars of interest. On the other hand, the model
with locally variable EDC constants under-estimates temperature, CO2
mass fractions and provides no OH peak at all. The same model for
medium Reynolds number (HM1 case), provides very good agreement
with the experiment at downstream locations. However, for the high
Reynolds number flame, the numerical results are far from satisfactory.
The standard EDC highly overestimates all the scalars, whereas the
three investigated EDC corrections lead to flame extinction. For the low
Reynolds number case with “v2016”, flame re-ignition is observed
further downstream; the same is not observed for the high Reynolds
number case, whatever the correction. The extinction of flame HM1 at

=Re 20000 with “v2016” model was also observed and discussed by
Parente et al. [5]. It was reported that due to the increased jet velocity,
experimental data showed a strong temperature reduction which was
caused by partial extinction of the flame. They showed instantaneous
temperature results as a function of mixture fraction in Fig. 6 in [5] for
this case where the amount of partial extinction and re-ignition was
very high, which was indicated by large scatter of the data. To con-
clude, using RANS-EDC approach one can get either a stable flame, with
significant temperature over-prediction, or flame extinction, indicating
that the model is not adequate for this particular case. Yet, this is not
necessarily related to EDC itself but in general to the RANS framework.
It is believed [5] that a more sophisticated turbulence approach could
deal with this problem.

Fig. 10. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions 60mm downstream of the nozzle for the three DJHC-I flames with jet Reynolds numbers
2500, 4100 and 8800. Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), the variable χ approach, the locally adjusted
constants (v2016) and the generalised EDC.
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4.2. Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow

In Fig. 8 the lift-off height predictions with the four modelling ap-
proaches are presented for the three DJHC flames. The lift-off heights
were defined as the axial distances from the nozzle where the mass
fraction of OH increased over × −2.8 10 4. This value corresponds to the
amount of OH in the coflow stream, and it is then regarded as a
threshold for the OH radical produced in the reaction zone. Therefore,
such definition was considered to compare the numerical results with
the experimental RMS values of OH-fluorescence from Oldenhof et al.
[2]. At the same time, such definition suffers from significant un-
certainty and the presented results have a rather qualitative character.
Some differences can be observed between the results presented in [25]
and Fig. 8; this comes from the use of slightly different numerical setup,
yet the characteristic behaviour is preserved. A first comment should be
made for the approach v2016, for which the amount of OH above the
stated value was observed only for the low Reynolds number case. For
other DJHC flames, the OH production was negligibly small indicating
flame extinction. For the low and medium Reynolds number case, the
generalised model provided the same lift-off height as the variable χ
approach. However, for the flame at =Re 8800, the generalised model
gave a lower lift-off height than the variable χ alone, which is in better
agreement with the experimental data. Nevertheless, the experimental
trend of the lift-off height decrease with increasing jet Reynolds number
is captured only for the medium and high Reynolds number cases. In all
the simulations without ad hoc adjusted parameters, the lift-off height

for the low Reynolds number flame was smaller than for the flame at
=Re 4100. This effect can be also observed in Figs. 10 and 11, where

the OH peak is slightly higher for the flame at =Re 2500 than at
=Re 4100, using the model correction.
On the other hand, it should be pointed out that the effect of lower

lift-off height for the higher Reynolds number jets is associated with the
higher entrainment in combination with the positive radial temperature
gradient in the coflow [2]. Medwell et al. [61] also observed that the
lift-off height decreased with the jet velocity in AJHC flames. They
mentioned that this trend is likely related to shorter ignition delay
caused by the increased mixing at the shear layer. Therefore, capturing
this effect requires an appropriate choice of the turbulence-chemistry
interaction closure and of the turbulence model, to get correct mixing of
the two streams.

In Fig. 9 relative errors of the temperature peaks of all seven DJHC
flames are shown for all the axial locations where the experimental data
were available. It is very clear that all three modifications considerably
reduced the error in comparison to standard EDC. Since DJHC flames
do not show sharp temperature peak, any modifications reducing the
over-prediction exhibited by standard EDC showed similar relative er-
rors for the maximum temperature. To better quantify performance of
the applied modifications, a closer look into the flame structure is
needed.

The four versions of the EDC are compared at two different axial
locations: 60mm and 120mm downstream the nozzle. Figs. 10–14 are
composed of nine plots in three rows and columns. The first row shows

Fig. 11. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions 120mm downstream of the nozzle for the three DJHC-I flames with jet Reynolds numbers
2500, 4100 and 8800. Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005), the variable χ approach, the locally adjusted
constants (v2016) and the generalised EDC.
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temperature results, whereas the second and the third rows present the
mass fractions of carbon dioxide and hydroxyl radical, respectively.
Each column indicates a different case. Accordingly, Figs. 10 and 11
show results of flames simulations with the same level of dilution

=Y 7.6%O2 , but with three different jet Reynolds numbers (2500, 4100
and 8800). Figs. 12 and 13 show results for flames with approximately
the same jet Reynolds number 4100–4600, but with different level of
oxygen dilution (7.6%, 8.8% and 10.9% YO2 in the coflow stream). In
Fig. 14 each column shows the results from different EDC variant.

At the location close to the nozzle all the corrections gave nearly the
same results for temperature and CO2 predictions, reducing all peak
values as seen in Fig. 10. However, some differences can be observed
for minor species such as OH, for which the model “v2016” predicts
lowerOH values than “variable χ” and the generalised approach. In the
upstream part of the jet, due to low Reτ conditions, the generalised
approach uses standard set of constants and the reduced value of χ , as
indicated by the identical results obtained with the two modifications.
Further downstream at 120mm (see Fig. 11) a discrepancy between the
two corrections and the “v2016” model can be noticed also for major
species and temperature. However, for the DJHC case at =Re 2500 the
generalised approach still works as the variable χ approach, because of
the low turbulence level. Moreover, the differences in the results are
more pronounced at =Re 8800 than at =Re 4100. For higher Reynolds
number, where the differences between the results are more pro-
nounced the generalised EDC leads to slightly higher temperature, CO2

and OH predictions than the variable χ approach alone. When it comes

to OH mass fraction, the “variable χ” approach predicts a marked peak
at the downstream locations for all three flames, whereas “v2016”
predicts a peak only for the low Reynolds number case. Further
downstream, the latter model predicts even lower OH values and a
decrease in temperature. This indicates flame extinction, as suggested
by the temperature field for “v2016”. Thus, for the conditions studied
here only the “variable χ” and generalised EDC approaches provide
physically consistent results, compared to the experimental data. It
should be also pointed out that downstream of the high Reynolds
number flame, temperature predictions are clearly off. It should be
clarified that a temperature decrease was observed experimentally, due
to the cooling effect of cold, ambient air entrainment [2]. The latter is
not captured by RANS simulations, indicating that the observed dis-
crepancy should be rather ascribed to turbulence modelling.

In Figs. 12 and 13, the model response to the change in the level of
coflow dilution is investigated. Firstly, it is evident that all three
modifications correct the high temperature peak predicted by standard
EDC. It is also noticeable that for the flames V and X, the corrections
lead to trace amount of OH radicals. This is in agreement with the
experimental observation that the lift-off heights are much higher than
for case I, and that in flame X the lift-off height exceeds the measure-
ment area. Thus, the results shown for the latter flame present the non-
reacting part of the jet. However, further downstream at locations

>x 180 mm, a clear flame brush is observed using the variable χ ap-
proach, not captured with the “v2016” correction, which predicts a
very small production of OH ( ≈∼ −Y 10OH

5), indicating flame extinction.

Fig. 12. Temperature, mass fraction ofCO2 andOH radial distributions 90mm downstream of the nozzle for the three DJHC flames denoted as I, V and X with oxygen
content in the coflow stream of 7.6%, 8.8% and 10.9% respectively. Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC using =χ 1 (denoted as BFM2005),
the variable χ approach, the locally adjusted constants (v2016) and the generalised EDC.
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Temperature data for the three flames show slightly higher values when
the oxygen content in the coflow is lower. This effect is also qualita-
tively captured by the variable χ simulations. This is not necessarily
related to larger lift-off heights but rather to higher temperatures in the
coflow streams for the flames with lower oxygen level. Due to the large
lift-off heights of those flames, and different coflow temperatures, it is
challenging to make an adequate comparison to capture the effect of
dilution.

In Fig. 14 the data from the two flames are presented in single plots
to make a distinct comparison between the flames under the same flow
conditions but with different fuel. Numerical results obtained with the
standard EDC are compared to the experimental data at location
z= 140mm downstream of the nozzle. At z= 65mm (not shown) no
temperature rise is observed and the data for both flames are super-
imposed. Note that the differences in CO2 distribution between the two
flames simply indicate a different fuel composition. The standard EDC
shows high temperature over-prediction for both cases. The two con-
sidered corrections improve the predictions, yet they provide very si-
milar results for temperature and carbon dioxide. However, for OH
mass fraction distribution the generalised EDC produces sharper peaks
than the “v2016” correction. Further downstream, the “v2016” cor-
rection predicts a very modest peak indicating flame extinction (see
Fig. 15). For the standard EDC results it is interesting to note that the
temperature peak is higher for the natural gas, whereas the OH peak is
higher for the biogas flame. Different results are obtained using the
various corrections, since higher OH values are obtained for natural

gas. Yet their values are one order of magnitude lower than the results
obtained with standard EDC. However, no quantitative comparison is
possible without experimental data.

The results for cases V, X, NV and biogas presented in Figs. 12–14
reveal very similar behaviour, since all the corrections provide almost
the same results at the locations where the experimental data are
available. The lift-off heights for those flames are large, and for X flame
the lift-off height exceeds the measurement area. At the same time, it
should be pointed out that high peak values for all scalars predicted by
the standard EDC are corrected with all the modified EDC variants. In
Fig. 15, the results for the flames V, X and biogas are presented at the
location =x 220 mm, without comparison with the experiment. These
results indicate that the differences between different model variants
become visible at this location. This suggests that, the flame develops
much further downstream the jet exit plane in contrast to the I flame
series. Moreover, in Fig. 15 an additional line for the simulation results
without chemical reaction is presented. It is visible that the flame si-
mulated with the correction “v2016” exhibits symptoms of extinction
since the results almost coincide with the non-reacting simulation.

5. Conclusions

The Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) for turbulence-chemistry in-
teraction was assessed in the flames issuing from two JHC configura-
tions. The EDC closure is widely adopted in practice and it represents a
promising model for MILD combustion simulations. The model

Fig. 13. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions 120mm downstream of the nozzle for the three DJHC flames denoted as I, V and X with
oxygen content in the coflow stream of 7.6%, 8.8% and 10.9% respectively. Comparison of simulations performed with the standard EDC using =χ 1 (denoted as
BFM2005), the variable χ approach, the locally adjusted constants (v2016) and the generalised EDC.
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generalization presented in the first part of this study [1] was validated
and compared with previous modifications. It is important to note that
the validation process was based on a relatively large number of ex-
perimental cases, characterised by various levels of dilution and tur-
bulence, as well as by different fuels. To the best of our knowledge, such
a thorough validation process was not reported in previous studies
aiming at assessing the performance of EDC-based models. The pro-
posed generalised model (see Sec. 4 of [1]) considerably improves
predictions with respect to the standard model for almost all the con-
sidered flames. Even though the predictions of the other EDC variants
provided better results in some regions, only the generalised approach
provided consistently good results in all investigated conditions,
proving its generality and reliability. The proposed generalised EDC
model is not case-dependent, it smoothly switches to the standard
model for classical combustion conditions and adjusts to the local
Damköhler and turbulence Reynolds numbers.

The main findings of the present work are now highlighted:

• a new method for turbulence inlet boundary conditions [36] was
successfully employed for AJHC flames;

• the higher jet spreading rate of low Reynolds number JHC flames
was shown to deviate from self-similarity of the round jets and re-
levant RANS turbulence modelling approaches were discussed;

• two recent modifications to the EDC based on variable reacting
fraction [25] and locally modified constants [5] were assessed for

numerous JHC flames emulating MILD conditions. Both corrections
led to improved results, yet none of them proved to perform sa-
tisfactorily for all investigated cases;

• the impact of the variable reacting fraction approach becomes no-
ticeable only at low Reynolds number conditions;

• the new generalised EDC approach presented in [1] was validated
on a wide range of operating conditions represented by twelve JHC
flames from Delft and Adelaide proving its accuracy, versatility and
robustness.

The proposed approach adjusts EDC parameters to the local flow con-
ditions and does not add much complexity from the user point of view,
thus it can serve as a convenient “plug-and-play” engineering tool.

A natural continuation of the present work would be, e.g. a com-
putation of full-fledged combustion chamber operating in MILD regime
including heat transfer and large scale recirculation. Applying the
conclusions drawn from the Jet-in-Jot-Coflow flames onto industrial
MILD combustion burners should be preceded by a careful analysis
[30]. This circumspection comes from differences in JHC flames
structure compared to industrial burners, where strong turbulent strain
plays an important role. It should be pointed out, though, that we have
captured the reaction zone in the case of Delft flames at extremely low
Reynolds number conditions and properly modelled the mean reaction
rate with the use of variable reacting fraction approach. The model
performed well also for the Adelaide flames, which are characterised by

Fig. 14. Temperature, mass fraction of CO2 and OH radial distributions 140mm downstream of the nozzle for the two DJHC flames fuelled with biogas and Dutch
natural gas was at =Re 4000 and 9.5% of oxygen in the coflow stream. The first column shows the results obtained with the standard EDC using =χ 1 (denoted as
BFM2005), the second column presents the correction with locally adjusted constants (v2016) and the third column shows results with the generalised EDC. Note that
the scale range for the OH mass fraction obtained with standard EDC is up to −1.2·10 3, whereas for the corrected cases it is up to −1.2·10 4.
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higher Reynolds numbers in the reaction zone. Future works could also
include more sophisticated definitions of the reacting fraction, possibly
dictated by high-fidelity DNS data. Different approaches for chemical
time scale estimation may also help to capture some effects and im-
prove the prediction, yet within the model framework and limits in-
troduced in the first part of the study [1].
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